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EFFECTIVE METHODS IN QCD AND THE PHENOMENOLOGY OF HADRONS

M. Chemtob

Servke de Physique Théorique CEN-Saclay 91191 G if-iur- Yvette Cedex France *

l.INTRODUCTION

Although QCD it the accepted buis for hadronk phy*ic* ,it is equally clew that to progress one mutt
develop at least momentarily effective methods which involve certain approximations and seltct a subset
of the fundamental degrees of freedom. The reference to QCD is still required not only to justify the
various quark (non relativistk, bag, partonic ) or chiral soliton models bvt also to motivate the necessary
refinements needed in the formulation of these models. Some useful progress has been achieved recently
within this context in clarifying the role of the strange quark and in ths talk I would like to deal mainly with
this issue.

To place the problem in perspective I will first discus the decoupling of heavy quarks in QCD which
is a simpler perturbative problem. Then, I will review two experimental observables (tkt a-term in wN
scattering and the polarised deep inelastic Mattering) which diagnose the possibility of non-pertmrbattvs
effects associated with the decoupling of the strange quark and will next discuss their possible interprétation
on the basis of the skyrme model. I will also present some simple-minded results for * related low-energy
application to the mtwn-nuclton scattering lengths obtained in a chiral effective lagrangian approach.

2.HEAVY-QUARK DECOUPLING

Nature has provided QCD with two matter sectors comfortably separated in mast. The heavy quarks
(c,b,t) communicate with the light quarks (u,d,s) through virtual loops involving the heavy qmarks. It is
a fundamental property of renormaliiabk ield theories that the decoupling of the large man s*ctor( mass
= tn<) ) is accompanied by corrections associated with a renormalntatmi of the bask couplings aa well as
corrections of order l/mç (Appelqaist-Carrasone decoupling theorem l) . The prototype exampk here is
deep inelastk scattering (DIS) by ekctroweak probes.The Bjorken scaling limit for i + N -» X » described
by the 'handbag' graph (figure l.a) while heavy quark effects enter via a heavy qvark box graph whkh is
attached to the target hadron by gluon lines (figure l.b). In the limit ntg -» oo of large quark mast two
kinds of contributions are induced : (1) (y^fogQ^correctioM , whkh arc summed «p and incorporated
by solving the Q»evolution (renormaliiation group or AlUrtUi- Parisi) equations, (2) (Q/mg)1 comctions
which are included via an intrinsic heavy quark sea component of the target .

Thns,for example, the charmed quark versus total quark contributions may be characterised by the ratio
of moments of the quark momentum distributions
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The first two momenta are predicted to l»i'

(«a(c),««(e))g»r.«m> oi.vv ; (i.aio v,7,«io fc)

while the analysis of neutrino DIS data gives :i R?(charm) - 0.025 ~ 0.020 . TJic experimental strange
sea is about twice larger! R^(itrange) a 2Ri(chartn),

Another important example of heavy quark decoupling is offered by the renormalitation correction to
quark operators. The general result here ia that any heavy quark operator H which if renormalizcd at a
large scale, ft = W»Q can be expanded on light and heavy operators as

,-(«.W, -« «,('<.),.=,.„) (2-2)

where the //,• and L< are renonnaliied at a hadrouic scale n = fiu (i.«., the /.; arc associated to th« «fU'.ctiv«
theory without heavy quarks) with coefficient functions A, and It, having a power-law and log dependence
on 1/niQ . The sum is over the set of operators of equivalent quantum numbers forming a closed set under
renouualuatkm.

Figure l.a Figure l.b l'ù;u»«' 'J ;i Figure '£.b

Consider the scalar current <J(i)<J(x) for a Invivy quark .II.' piojectuiu (evoluliou) from tns> (,» tin-
liadionic low-energy scales is described in lowesl-onlcr |icrturli.\ti<>u Uu-.-iy l«y i(t« (w«-l«x>j> graph(ni;»rr 2..\
for the iminced light quark and figure -,1> for the glu«n ).TIu- heavy quark aralnr current o.xpcctalinti value
in a nucléon target can be expressed in terms of expectation value* <if light quark* and of gluon

The 1/rn^ factor make* these corrections to the o-lerin in the liaJron rather «mall. The axial cuir«nl
case is an important exception because of the peculiar (anomalous) rcnonnaliialion property of the triangle
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ludwd, the induced (Uivov-siugkt correction associated with a heavy quark circulating in the loop is*

T >= ( ) a l o g ( ) < N | £ 4,7,,™., | A/ >s ,w. (2.4)
«-«.<i

The absence of a power supresaion here is due to the fact that the gauge-invariant subtraction coun-
terterm needed to cancel the divergences is not available for the singlet axial current whose finitcnem is
guaranteed by a delicate cancellation of th« divergences between the quarVs contributions .

One may apply eq.(2.4) to evaluate the heavy quarks contributions in the neutral electrowvak '/-boson
current form factor of the nucléon . The result is

A'(P') | J,f (0) | ff(P) >= i < N(P')
(2.5)

where »j = ^(fae - 1*) *• (nt< ~ •?«))• The experimental nicasurenumt of thw matrix «leineut via v - P
and ft — P clastic scattering data7 and the perturbativc correction

V,w a 0. 12 ± 0.07, i» a (?>„ -fi,)s Q.Q* I

are seen to match reasonably well.

To suimnarite this suction we observe that the pcrlurbativc decoupling of the Itcavy quarks iuducoH small
ol^o.rvable few % correction which grow with the r«itonnalitatiou scale Qa probc.d and reach potentially
large siics (up to 10% ) for the axial current case. Our estimate in eq.(2.G) involves treating pcrturltativcly
the strange quark , which is not justified. ( We have used tn, — 3QQMeV,mr — 1.56'eV and (g*/***) ~ 1/4.
) The strange quark decoupling is non-perlurbative even if its effect may turn out at the end to be oi" a
perturbativc order of magnitude. The analysis of this decoupling must clearly involve the intermediary of
effective methods and models.

3. QUARK HILINKAKS

Color-singlet quark operators V'(x)r«<fV'(z) serve as the simplest olmnrvaliles to vehicle noii-|i«'rtiirli,itive
information on QOD. We list below some important operators carrying som« of (lie relevant Jr': quantum
numbers and provide equations which express their decompositions into rhiral and helicity components .

/'*eu,U<c.ii,irt) '.Scalar^ » : (/l(z),.T(x)) •-; ^>(*)(I.I7A)^(*) ^ (^,t\'<i. 1 V'/.V'/,')-

Vcetorf -.

^'K •* /
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TU» equations iniroduced by tin1 horisonUl arrow refer to (,lit< liixlroii expert, ition vaincs foi free
in light-con*1 quant'ntation of the current» < 1) \ 1\H. | I) > wil.li components* /< i< ( \ }/'i -- ( 0 1 .l)/2.
There, thé <?','( x) and ^'(x) are thé infinité momentum frame (IMF) parton moniontniii <|u;uk distributions
fur fixed flavor ci (suppressed in writing eq.(3.1)) aiul hcHcity relative to the parent liadron helicity.

Recall that chirality (eigenvalue of <?& ) is » Lorenti-iuvarianl quantity )>ut is not conserved . Helicîty.on
the other hand, is conserved but is not Lorenli-invariant in general. Cliirality and helicity are in 1-to-l
correspondence for sera-mass particles. The relation between chirality and helicity indicated in the above
equations exhibits the connection of the axial current to polnriiation observables in the IMF.

To illustrate the physical relevance of the currents to purely strong processes, we note that the familiar
Yukawa vertex couplings of boryous with the 0", 1", 1* mesons may be defined by virtue of PCAC, VMD
and AMD as

«< N 3"J(* N >,

~< t* I (•';- '̂ .) I N > •

Likewise, the tensor and higher spin mesons may be defined by considering the tensor and higher «pin
quark bilinear operators and invoking corresponding tensor and higher spin meson dominance * hypotheses,
For the scalar mesons two types of operators are available in terms of pure quark tjt.qu I ijnqi, or pure ((lue .

The vector and axial-vector currents «uter,of course, in the ulectrnweuk form factors of baryoni and
also in the quark part on momentum distributions as illustrated by c»|,(;t,l) for I In- lnw«<xl moments, In fact,
the parton distributions involved in lijorkon scaling are doseribod in terms of au in fi» île tnw«r of l,wis(-2
operators such as

whose expectation values yield lite moments of quark distributions . The quark distributions and their
moments are defined as

—I* I
N

Defore leaving theso proliminarics lot us observe that physical hadmnir nlwrvaMos are clearly not
limited to the quark bilinoars .Quark operators may mix with glnon (iperators. (iluon oprral«>r# reflect tlir
binding elfects and wo rocnll the iniporlanl contribution (^ 50'," ) of ^liiou.-» (o tlio nioin<'iit,uin sum rule in
parlon phenomenology.

Quark and gluon operators of higher dimensionality should ulfer important constraints on QC1), Quark
operators of fourth-order «jPi/ijr^ are known to arise in the non-lcplonic weak interarlbns. Tli< higher-twist
corrections to DIS ° and to related high energy processes arc described by analogous operator» and also
oprators involving the gluons, as for example,

A natural generaliiatian of the above ,in line with the picture of nuclei as quark target*, ù to analyse
expectation values of the various quark and gluon operators in nuclear state*. Ala naive level, one may relate
the distributions in nuclei to those of the relevant nuclear packages (nucleons.pions.vector mesons,...) via the
familiar convolution formula. The analogy with the EMC effect i« obvious. Similar physics (<t«eonfin«ment



radius increase, nuiltiquark clusters, pion clouil distorsion,,,,) may be used to describe poimible quark non-
additivity effects in nuclei. Since the use of the convolution formula require» the neglect of partnn-pnckngr
(«nul state interactions , the relevant applications hero arc those relating to HIS, I ni I, perhaps not exclusively.

«.DIAGNOSIS FOR LARGE STRANGE QUARK EFFECTS

Two important examples of hadronic observables sensitive to non-perturbative aspects of QCD ore
provided by the nucléon matrix elements of the spatial intégrait of the quark scalar arid axial current*

*„ =< ft | f <?*&.(*)*«(*) | N >, A,, ~<N\f tPx^zW^^x) \N>.

The scalar operators appear in connection with the <7-tcnn .The experimental information here reside* in
a rather small contribution involving the combination of non-Born (pscudovector coupling) parts of mcson-
baryon amplitudes

•- u

(^ —meson mass , r>» sa (m,, H- m,i)/2 ) whoso isolation involve» n rather delicate procedure lining
dispersion relations to extrapolate theory in both energy and momentum transfer variablcA, The extraction
has been carried out in the past several timea for the IT A' system and yields a reliable roxult compatible
with the standard estimate 10 &*# s 51AfeV . This large value may pone a problem for the standard octet
pictuire of SU(3) breaking (the «r-term problem ), I'Vir, suppose one follow» the approximate but rt>annnal>le
suggestion uf treating the contribution to the baryons masses pcrturbalively in the strange quark man* (chir.il
perturbation theory) and nse the trace anomaly equation r>

A/o =< B | *;; |>= £ »«.,"., - < D \ j/^c;;,.)3 1 u > .

One then derives

- <T,| 2 <*«('« — '«•)
- 11 5

Thi» in turn implies a disturbingly large strange quark contribution to the nucléon mas* ?«„<% ..
which would also meMi a reduced contribution from the glue..

The second evidence Cor a large strange quark elfoct in the nucléon lias come recently thank» in new
EMC- measurements " of the DIS spin structure function >Ji(x). The improved detcrminal.kin of the lirnl
moment sum rule

.,,
" ,•=«,*.

when used in combination with relation» expressing matrix elements for the axial current in the baryoN
octet in terms of the beta-decay gA and D/F coupling constants yields the results



~( A,,, <Xi, £,)<,.« i(.,7(,.viv,.p (0.57V-0.358, -O. I SO)* O.IM2 ; 0,070 (4.fi)

Besides implying a large negatively polariwd si range sea in the proton ,thi? result, also given A,, I A,j +
A, s 0, which seems to imply the counterintuitive result that lite IMF helicity or the proton may not be
carried by quarks.

This naive porto» model conclusion turns ont not to be correct and the reaxon is again (lit- triangle
anomaly . The consistent renormaHiation which accounts for the radiative corrections given by the name
triangle graph as in figure 2 with light quark* circulating in the loop, says that that the physical gauge-
invariant singlet axial current ./,-,,, is actually not conserved but that a conserved current J-.,, can he defined
with

Js» = vH,7*V< = *.„ -r WpK,., K,t(x) = Le^fiTW'G"* - <7"C?"<7"), (4.6)

.so that

- 0, «(*) « ïïe|IM,,,,7>(<?""C,"'«) = Q, (4,7)

the Adler-Hell-Jackiw anomaly. The axial current matrix elementH which are involved in tin1 equal ion* above
are to ';«> replaced by A,, according to the scheme Ia

A., = < AT | J^ (z) | N >~ f '
Ji\

where the A,,, which arise from the conserved current •/•;,, and are therefore scale iudeprndrnt . are
interpreted as the quark hclicity polarisations and AG .which arine» from the diagonal matrix element of the
topological curent Ktl(x) and is therefore color gauge-invariant but scale dependent, is the helicity pohirit.i-
tion carried by the gluons.The combination 9*(/i)A(7(/t) has the remarkable properly of bcin^ iinlom'iulciit
of the rcnnnnaliiation point and hence i» iion-prrturbative l*. Tims', the axial current matrix clonu-nl^ A,,,
, which arc involved in cq.(2.5 ) or in eq.(4.<1 ) mrasmrr not the quark helirity but, the rombinati«in of quark
and gluon helicities in cq. (4.H). Nol.«< that the pnrton model prediction» for the higher moment* <»f jJi(i)
are not affected by the gluons contribution because K,, will , t̂ contribute for them. The aluwc ^iu|tri,<in«
cancellation AH •> A,j -)• A, s: Q ro lice Is then a special rektU- linking the quark ami glnon densiiirs The
proper constraint whkh follows from the Klli.^-.l.ilfr «mm ru-., eq.(4.4), roncern* then the rt«tnbinatinn A,,
of quark and glue. In particular, the prediction from e<|.(4.5) (A,, ^-jAfJ) ~ O.l'l ,i<|iuir.< tin- fullnwiim
extreme possibilities: (i) A(7 - 0, A, - 0.1 'J or (ii) A, - 0,ACr - 1,2 (using o, - I | n#mall |utl.triteil
strange sc.i and large polarized glue or vice-vena. Hither possibilities are intf reMing phpnomenalogirally ï3,
Note that the Q-evolution of A<7 grow,-» with Q. One further imnorlant cnnslraittt here «» furni*he<l by ihr
angular momentum sum rule

E

whkh relates the respective shares of the target IMF helicily into quarks, fluons and orbital helicities. Since
the total quark helicity is separately conserved for the light (macclm) quark» , then Af» ^ /., must be
separately conserved too, to that a large A<7 wonkl imply a large (opponite «inn ) /., and vice-vrm»,



^EFFECTIVE LAC It A NG I A NS

A powerful approach to obtain non-perturbative iufnnnatiou for the expectation values of quark ;unl
gluon operators is provided by the method of chiral effective lagrangiaiiti. Granted that lli« observables arc
color-singlet (confinement) with definite transformation laws under the chiral group $l'(Nr}i, * (W(Np }u
and that the low-energy hadron physics is dominated by a few degrees of freedom ,the idea in to construct
an effective field theory truncated to the degrees of freedom of the low-lying hadrona and to establish,
on the basis of the bosk symmetries, a correspondence dictionary between operators in QCD and in the
effective theory. This correspondence is achieved in the effective lagrangian approach mathematically by the
procedure of Legendre transforins.lt amounts physically to saturate the Ward identities of QCI) by the
tree-graph single-meson exchange amplitudes.

Here is a list of the important/1*' ' mesonic channels together with their associated mesonic fields:

0"» (1S,,) : U,*(x) - \$l{,,(xW,.,t(x) - fttafehh •?» = GIU.G»».

l—pS,),»-""^) : (V,,(x), Alt(x)) = !^.^r.±^m,,V>nl.

S(lh(z) = |̂ ,,v.v'';.« -r $«„*«!, //(x) - G,H,G'"\

The remarkable fact is that the durai symmetry conslraiuti aro so effective (liai an effective Ingranginn
can be contrucled iu a phenamenologcally satisfactory way on Uic basin of an expansion in powers of the
derivatives of the fields which involves a very few adjustable parameters13.

Let us make hero a few general observations. Prom the standpoint of the link* with QC'I) the elfar tive
lagrangian approach appears certainly a» more satisfactory than the quark model approach where the current
quark-constituent quark connection is postulated iu a somewhat ad hoc fciiOiiwn.The iiicsonic action approach
has a basis in large-N QCI), where the dominance of planar graphs with meson lines propagation only and
no quark loops arises as a property of the leading order term in 1/N. However, the true hrp'-N limit involve»
an infinite sequence of mesons so one needs here the additional assumption that a truncation to menonk
masses < 2 - 4 GeV is justified.

6.STRANGE QUARK CONTENT OF TUB SKYUMION

The skyrme model asocial vs baryon number and heure Iwryons with the i<ip«l»i;ically nun -trivial
solilonic sectors of the QCD «-(foe live Insr.-uiRi.in. One is provided here with very useful information on tlir
structure of baryons especially concerning the issue of st range quark decoupling.

The corresponde rice dit tion.try for tin- scalar and axial rnrn-nts reads to leading order <tf the diiivtl
expansion

)\ » (6,1)

It i* found rather directly here that the singlet component of the axial current v*ni«l««j. The finit ncm-
vutiiliwg co»Uib»lkm would arue from chir»l-«yninietry and flavor-symmetry breakdown *nd H «mall. Thw
important obtenntion M provides therefore a natural explanation for the «urprininn canc«lUlkHi difcunwd
in Section 4 ,»ince the axial current in eq.(G.l) correspotnl* precisely to the gauge-invariant current with



mixed tjuark and glue. The numerical result* obtained \>y Milvini; I In- skyriuion Tor I In1 a -term and for (lut
chiralily/helicity- probabilities 1;l

u -f- ff,t) « l«Mfl', y (J.fil

— (A,,,A,i,A.) = (0.59, 0..11, "(1.19) (0.2)
HA

may be judged to be relatively satisfactory. The predicted values of the a,, aa also the empirical values
(Section 4) are very uncertain because the large strange quark mass is at tin; borderline of validity of the
mass perturbation theory assumed here. No reliable non-port nrl>;< live treatment exists for the ftrange quark
mass term.

For a proper comparison with the experimental data in iu|.(-l.S) one should evolve the skynnion pre-
diction from the relevant confinement scale (Q = 1 GeV ) to the experimental value of Q . This conhl
significantly modify the predictions. In fact, it was .suggested '"' that the entire contribution to A, could
originate in the perturbative, evolution.

Note also that the standard seini-cla8iiie.il procedure of quantiting the skyrmion implie» that the only
contribution to the angular momentum is orbUal.i.o,, /,, ^ 1/2, £„ A,,/2 \ A(? - 0, . lu fact , Urn sharing
of th« skyrmion spin predicted on the bntn of c<|,(fi '„*) is I., - 1/2, A<V 0, £,, A,, - 0. The excitation of n
classical ty'-meson component could requit in a finite X}A,,/2 ; &(1 which , howevnr, in expncted i:< to (HI
small. The hybrid chiral bag model could al*o proviJe a suilalile fr.miework to (lincnin* thii effect 34 .

C^.MI we understand from these (vaults» the reastm for the Ut«e xtraiiKo <|n.\rk elfcftn? The point IH that
Uiu chiral »ulitou model belongs to this category of model* of hiulron* which prenu we that the embedding of
quarks in the QC-D vacuum modify mildly certain of its properties, 01 enuiv.ilently, that matter (luctuatiiMin
are much smaller than the filuon fluctuations which control the stability of the Q('D vacuum I A < > n . In
fact, if one interprets the chiral soliton on the basis of a Thomas-Fermi picture and translates the calculated
variation of the classical meson fields into % dependence on barynnic density, one finds l9 that the variation
of the chiral condcnsale and of the energy density

with haryonic density is rcmarktbly smooth , The twiilling pirJure in lha« «f a shallow !>»« nucléon
with small differences hut ween the inside and oul^'ule ex pec in I ion values, r.ither «inlike the conveiitionnl lag
picture where one assumes sharp differences between an outside non-pertiirbative vacuuin and an inside
perturbative one ,

:f| s 0.6, ft ~ 0.0

Strange quark effects in hadrons will arise then from the in?ullif ient «lilnlion of tlte variium quark .«ea
,aa illustrated by the approximation

< K J 4? | N >« (i| - \)VN < ft >,

8



where l',v is the nucléon volume, iiud the (act. that the v;xt «mm <i\i , \rk > .>nd<>n*,iti>p iiSMiim' \*\f<? value* which
arc nearly flavor-symmetric

.'-~*t£ r- 0,77.v ûu ;•

The large strange quark effects which are expected ou the bosia of this picture refer to clunnela 0* with
vacuum quantum numbers. Thus the finding here of large c() or A,, is consistent with the pofdibilitv of small
vector or tensor densities, ^•f'*'^, vr'Tf+d'' v'J- Indeed, alrauno qwaika arc found experimentally to contribute
about -i% of the tot») quark momentum, Th« implication of all tl.is could l>c that Ç. (z) are very jiciStcd at
small x and also that the scalar density has a non-trivial |>art>.>n model

The instau ton m«chani$m as$cx:iatcs ba^ formation witli -i <nuuk-intluci'tl «uppression of th« iiislnnton
density and may for a suitable choice of the paraïuctvr* f-iv,' siuiilir n\sultf to tliose of the m? sonic approach.
la the iustan ton phenomenology the mixing of ̂ lue i;t tliu siii^lot a.sial char^t.1 is reflected Ity the in»lantoii(/)-
and autiinstauton(7 )-iuducod mulliquark iuloructions of 't llooft (figure ^).

Figure 3

which change chir;ilily according to the soloclion rulo A(J:, (A'/. • NK] - -2Npv (v — iii5tanton
win-liii); numlner). In the pure vacuum Q;, • (I l>y (.P-ron^vrvation ;in fact Q*. ex ninî? wher« ^ is the very
small vacuum angle. If one pursues here thv above Thomas-Formi |<ii'tino , UUMI a pol.\riiod wa would imply
thai one couU induce .1 finite chiral-asyiiunelry in Iho vacuum. Sinco tin- 'i H«Wl verl.iocs i*nl«'r wilh tho
f.u-!«.:.< o.\j-(j;",') , this prosumes that there could v.\i.-( in^id- ;i p^l,i!i;<-,! ini<-loon diiïrroiil dfiiMÎtîi-s of I and
/ , An alternative possibility '" is1 that of a l»cal v.\iiati»u <»f tl«- v.n-uum ;IIIK|<' which coulil drive it in
•• • <•'(!) iu$ido a polarized proton.

Hosidos its role in DIS ami hard scaltorin^ rvactiou.-i a n-Mi-i<fmul>,v',iv<'>ii,»nv;iMniarli *ea may als<< luvo
important consequence:) on soft reactions at high «'ivory,i«'ss . Tin- «piark Uno ii-pro^onlation f««r a proton is now
5i»i«:V." and the prestMico of tho ji.i lines could allow fxumx1.••! «iia^i.tius wliii l i would ottiorwi^ I»1 f<*rlii<l«lon
!<y (!;<• O'/i r>ilo. It could als» ponnil nc.w r»-.x<-ti >n isu-i liani,-ms, A »;•>"•! MU|«J«UI to this (liclurr is found iit
th«- «Iwrvcd liranrhiiiK ratio» for the ^>-mwon prodii«-t'u»ii f,\\ linns /' i /' - • /* | /* J ,̂ / * ! / ' - • ^ » .„,
in I lie liarkward peak sc.cn in P 1 /' - • K * i K and in a j'nssilili- ivson.ini o in the exotic K* /'

7,I.O\V-KNKUOY MBSON-HARYON .St:ATTKINN«

The ]u«$ihilily of a large strange quark scalar density hay very ini|»n tant iiliriioiuenolitgk»! eotwequcuee*
xample.-» of which are the occurrence of K-MUVWMI s-wavo coiidrnnate? in dei<*r laryonic m»lt»r or the

of new «ublr excitation» (K-ltalL<) '*. Thwc tw«» pliriiomi-u»^ IIAVO he«n «Uwuwtil within an



ctf«c t ivc Ut£iau};iiui approach iuvolviiin (lui degrees of freedom cf the pwudoHr ;>|jir MICROHM and of the
To R«sir my talk on the muiii tlwnte of this workshop I would Hko to ttrt»»o«t Uw («nue tuiuith'-tMliulwl
predictions obtained within this approach for th« scattering length pariiiiuittM'H it. uu'.-ini-li.iryoii *( , i(lci imv

The bury on octet is described by a matrix field li(x) in the (8,1)^(1,8) itnd Ilia psoiuUwalur mmm*
octet by the field £'/"{z) — f''(z) ^i1'1 transformation laws under the clural flavor group

The Lagraiigùin has cuiral-sy in metric and cliirnl non-sy in metric componont»

r|0(» - Ma)B\ +tTr|OV|V;,,flJ] -I- Tr|//T«l76

(£(Jlf + Af')J?| + aa7V(A0(M I Af1)l H «a?V|/î/ï|7V|Af i A/'i (7,1)

where M =• Çfn$,m ^ Jt«i»{mH,m,i,m,) ~ (6,12,240)A/eV,(V;,, -a,,} jM1^,,*' T! $dt,&) , D-O.fll,
K—O.-M %»re lixed via the beta-decay of baryona and «i 3 -0.28, a^j -• 0,5Q,n<i 1.1 d- 0,!l v'm \\w Imrynn
ma^.sos . Mt>!to!:-uncloou scattering id th«n dtweribdd by 1,1ns baryoii-uxcliiuiKt' l'cc «niphn indiicod by tlu<
Yukawa p»o<id<iv«c<or coupling and by the contact o-

I O

TW(/>/> -I" ^A?)|-a,( w - <f,N -I- 2)To<r»w + r-(
*» "*

*"* *AM )(«i H- «»s -«- 2*3)

wlwr« ̂  - <?„ I «?., - -2(<ti + 2u-l '; -, = -2(<is •)• <i,i) , llic li«ld K"(x) «wales a A" ami
anuihl.iles a K * ,...

Lut us warn lu<rc that I ho approach I • grangian r«).(7.1) i* oxpcrlrtl not t» yirlil vny i'oli.\I)l>*
rcsulls for the »j, K^andK ~ cases uiif<% 1 .<> u-« ovcntually tlio (lijiher-onloi <"«>rrerlii«n? in llio rliir.il
expansion and also the meson-loop corrections .However, witli llicse improwincnlK Uie .nppm.ich w««il«I also
loose much of its simplicity. Our present poor theoretical understanding «f the rj.V and the KN sy#l«-»is
justifies that we attempt here an order of magnitude estimate.

The a-wave isospin coupled scattering lengths arc given by the formulât-:

* Hi -N - sr -f- AT : a(l/2) = (a* I- 2a~),a(3/2) = (a+ - «')
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,
», a»».

« -»- <*•») ' 0 -

K •< -I N -» hM -t W : «(0) « (2«(/C*

A" •» jV -, A" 4 /V : «(0) « (2a(ff->) - tt( o{A'~n)

2ro

where, .

C5f- ~ 0/2,

1S.«U^ -
V^(~'ï - !),« — — O.GA8.

, , ,.

in,iss, T»IJ-= hypcron mass , /< ~ meooit mas») .

Tlie following table suniiuarises our numerical results for tlio isosjiiu I coupled sraUcrinj; li;iigl lis (i:i ha
sj anil confronts iliciu with ulhcr results (akcii from tlvv literature and with the data.

i7-l,crm
0.28»
0.082

.•sjn'rin«-iit .240!»
JkO.007

-O.O.J3
0.032

-.123
±0.0056

i)N K
0.52 -Q.:U7
0.41 0,655
0.28 |-t0.1»w

0.83 iiO,05 -I.«îji0.72
0.52 -1,7-1 1 tO.72

0,1«6
0.485

0.481»
0.401
0.00

•mm -0,11
0.05 Hi-tO.090.ia

4». 105
O-SfiO
.«,5l5B«
-0.28
-0,3»

The following commenta can be made. The irJV c&sc is slandarJ ,of courw. The crucial «-IciMrni for
the surccsful prediction here lies in the UM of the pseudovcctor coupling *J. (The «r-trrm in negligihly «null
here.) The next interesting case is the r;N .Oui result» are consistent with the empirkal value l!* and witli
the detaikd isobar modal calculation of Liv-IUider 2U . They favor a ntrongly attractive i)ff interaction,
For the A*+ JVand K~ N «ysleina we have uccd here tlie SU(3)-aymmetrie coupling con»l»tits for tne Yukawa
couplings but a freedom in the parameters would not be very dcckiaivc *ince these amplitude* *w dcumnatoil

II



by the a -forms .Our treatment of the K~ N case is vory preliminary ouicv w« hav« nenltsctwl lite coupling to
ilu; two other open channels Air and Sir. Note tli.it the rjA'sysUmi also suffera from the- same approximation
>.»f uoglcctinK theirJV andvitN channelsbut perhaps wilh smaller penalty, Tlio K ' 'AT system i» leastaensitiv«
to these unitarity corrections and the situation for it look» certainly hotter than for the K~ N. Recall that
there are large uncertainties present in the CSB parameters a, , In fact the agreement with experimental
data in the K+N case ia rather good and the indication i» that a reduced CSB contribution (by a factor 2
or so) would improve significantly the agreement (For a related calculation ,see Réf. 20).
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